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ABSTRACT
Bald eagle fHaliaeetus leucoceohalus) nesting activity,
behavior, habitat use, and level of potential disturbance were
documented during 1985 to 1988 at 100-km-long Hungry Horse
Reservoir, northwestern Montana. All available historical records
of Bald Eagle sightings (including eagles passing through during
migration) at the reservoir were sorted to locate eagle-use sites
and potential nesting territories. Only 13% of the sightings were
adult Bald Eagles during summer. During autumn migration, eagles
from Canada foraged along the Reservoir or its inlet stream after
leaving Glacier National Park.
Two nest locations, which appeared to be alternate sites on the
same territory, were found. Productivity (young produced per
occupancy) during 5-year periods declined from 1.8 (1979 - 1983)
to 0.4 (1984 - 1988). Duration of adult Bald Eagle visits to
active nests in 1985 and 1986 averaged about 42 minutes during the
early nestling period and 4 minutes after the second week of July,
regardless of nestling age. The eagles nested in an old-growth
stand and perched and roosted in large, old trees on an island or
near the shoreline. Adults often flew to recently burned sites,
where they soared on thermals rising from the black surface.
Mountain whitefish i Prosopium williamsoni) and largescale sucker
fCatostomus macroheilus) were most frequently present in prey
remains at perches.
Blood samples from 1985 and 1986 juveniles indicated heavy metal
levels were within normal limits, similar to results from other
Montana and Oregon studies. Transmitters placed on the 1985 and
1986 juveniles from the Clayton nest facilitated observation of
post-fledging behavior and migration. After fledging, juveniles
remained associated with the adults and the nest until early
autumn, when they moved south across Montana. Both juveniles were
near Dillon, Montana by 10 October. The 1985 juvenile was
relocated near Cardston, Alberta, Canada, on 23 April 1986 where
it was with a group of migrant eagles traveling north.
Timber harvest and recreational activities precluded Bald Eagle
use of a number of potentially important foraging areas. Eagles
used areas well beyond previously established interim management
zones. Information from this study provided a basis for
preparation of a nesting habitat management plan.
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INTRODUCTION

Studies involving a large number of sites or species may provide
information applicable to a broad geographic range compared to studies
focusing on a single site or species.

However, narrowly focused

research often is essential when effective habitat management depends on
site-specific knowledge.

Even then, a researcher should strive to

maintain an ecosystem perspective, which I have tried to do.

My study

involved Bald Eagle fHaliaeetus leucocephalus) ecology at Montana's
Hungry Horse Reservoir, where consumptive resource uses may compromise
the integrity of Bald Eagle habitat.
Montana's known breeding population of Bald Eagles in the Upper
Columbia River Basin varied from 35 occupied nests in 1986 to 63 in 1991
(Montana Bald Eagle Working Group [MBEWG] 1991).

Since at least the

mid-1970's, one pair of Bald Eagles has nested at Hungry Horse Reservoir
(HHR), in northwestern Montana (Fig. 1).

This is the only known Bald

Eagle nest on the entire drainage of the South Fork of the Flathead
River (approximately 150 1cm long).

The South Fork drainage is almost

entirely public land, with resources managed by the U. S. Forest Service
(USFS), Flathead National Forest; the Bureau of Reclamation in
cooperation with Bonneville Power Administration; and the Montana
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (MDFWP).
Following the nationwide decline in Bald Eagle populations in the
1950s and 1960s (U. S. Fish and Wildl. Serv. 1986) due to habitat loss,
1,l-dichloro-2,2-bis(p-chlorophenyl)ethylene (DDE) poisoning, and
shooting, the Bald Eagle was classified as endangered in 43 states
1
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Figure 1.

The three forks of the Flathead River, northwestern Montana,

with Hungry Horse Dam on the South Fork.
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including Montana in 1978 (U. S. Department of Interior 1978).

This

designation mandated protection and enhancement of Bald Eagle habitat,
with the goal of recovering a healthy breeding population.

Essential

habitat for Bald Eagles was mapped on the Flathead National Forest in
1978 (U. S. Forest Service, Northern Region).

At HHR, essential habitat

included land within 800 m of full pool shoreline with the boundary
approximated by roads paralleling the Reservoir.
Montana is included under the Pacific States Bald Eagle Recovery
Plan (U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1986).

An interagency working

group (MBEWG) formed in 1980 to identify threats to Montana Bald Eagles
and to provide specific management recommendations for recovery.

This

group developed the Montana Bald Eagle Management Plan (MBEWG 1986),
which coordinates nest surveys and data collection, suggests recovery
goals, recommends needed research, and provides interim management
guidelines for the state.

Agencies are requested to complete site-

specific nesting territory plans and submit them to the MBEWG for review
(MBEWG 1986).
Sightings of Bald Eagles were not routinely recorded by Flathead
National Forest personnel prior to 1978.

In 1980, USFS biologist T.

Holland established a Bald Eagle sighting file for the Hungry Horse
District.

A Bald Eagle nest on HHR was first reported in 1979 and was

monitored by MDFWP personnel in 1980 and 1981.

Since 1982, productivity

of the nest has been monitored in cooperation with Glacier National Park
surveys.

The Glacier Bald Eagle Project has monitored marked Bald

Eagles migrating along HHR and the South Fork River since 1980.
initiated my study in 1985.

I

Fieldwork expanded during the 1986 breeding

season and continued through the 1988 nesting season.

Study objectives

were to:
(1) monitor nest productivity each year;
(2) document the behavior of the breeding pair;
(3) record human disturbance to Bald Eagles on the territory;
(4) describe trees and stands used by Bald Eagles;
(5) collect and analyze prey remains;
(6) capture, measure, mark, and band juveniles;
(7) document post-fledging and migration of juveniles; and
(8) provide management recommendations.
Prior to completion of the thesis, I submitted "A Bald Eagle Management
Plan for HHR, Montana" (McClelland 1989) to the USFS.

STUDY AREA

HHR impounds the lower reach of the South Fork of the Flathead
River in the headwaters of the Columbia Basin.

Local relief extends

from 1,085 m at the Reservoir to the top of nearby Great Northern
Mountain (2,652 m) in the Flathead Range.

Annual precipitation averages

from 90 cm at HHR to 200 cm on nearby mountain ranges.

The climate is

influenced by moist Pacific air masses and cold Polar air (primarily in
winter).

Average temperatures range from a winter low of -14 C° to a

summer high of 27 C° (U. S. Forest Service, Flathead National Forest
1985).

The Reservoir is frozen from December to May in most years.
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Aquatic Resources
Before construction of Hungry Horse Dam, the South Fork occupied a
broad glacial U-shaped valley.
during winter.

Some river sections remained unfrozen

The river was known for good fishing.

Hungry Horse Dam,

completed in 1953, was constructed for power generation and flood
control.

The Bureau of Reclamation operates the dam for on-site power

production and for peak power production at 19 downstream generation
sites within the Bonneville Power Administration's Columbia River Basin
Power Grid (Casey et al. 1984).
The Reservoir usually reaches full pool in July (Appendix A) .
During dry years the drawdown may reach 12 m by September, exposing
broad gravel or mud shorelines with large standing stumps that remain
from the pre-reservoir forest.

The maximum drawdown period is from

December through March, with a record drawdown of 39 m during the period
1954-1987 (Bureau of Reclamation, unpub. data).

The unprecedented 1988

drawdown of 54.8 m exceeded the recommended low pool level for fisheries
by 29 m (May and Fraley 1986); the Reservoir did not attain full pool
during summer 1988.
Hungry Horse is a long, deep, oligotrophic Reservoir with 286 km of
shoreline, including islands.

Nearly all fish in the Reservoir are

native (May and Fraley 1986).

Westslope cutthroat trout (scientific

names of fish are listed in Appendix B) and bull trout are the key
species for fisheries management.

Trout and mountain whitefish spawning

runs from the Reservoir ascend several tributary streams and the South
Fork River.

Fish also occur in nearby small lakes. The Forest Plan (U.

S. Forest Service, Flathead National Forest 1985:111-25) summarized:
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"Lakes on the forest generally have low productive capacity supporting
an average of about 50 fish per acre.
low productive capacity.

Hungry Horse Reservoir has very

Available food and suitable rearing habitat

are scarce due to fluctuating water levels and cold water."

Terrestrial Resources
Lands adjacent to HHR are managed for timber, wildlife, and
recreation by the Hungry Horse and Spotted Bear Ranger Districts
according to the Forest Plan.

Timber harvest and the impoundment of the

South Fork have significantly altered wildlife habitat in the watershed.
Road access has increased recreational use throughout the area.
Vegetation and wildlife communities existing prior to dam
construction were described by Casey et al. (1984). Extensive logging
along the lower South Fork took place from 1947 to 1952.

Lowland

western redcedar (Thuja olicata)/western hemlock (Tsuoa heterophvlla)
stands were cut along with the riparian forests.

Most of the easily

accessible virgin timber above Reservoir elevation has been harvested
since 1960.
Few old-growth timber stands adjacent to HHR remain.

Surviving

stands consist primarily of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuaa menziesii), western
white pine (Pinus monticola), western larch (Larix occidentalis),
Englemann spruce (Picea enolemanniil. subalpine fir fAbies lasiocaroal.
and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorts).

Grand fir (Abies grandis),

ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), and black cottonwood (Populus
trichocarpa) are less common.

Forests in the South Fork north of the

Bob Marshall Wilderness boundary currently have a large component of

7
young stands due to the extensive timber harvest.

Wildfires in the

early 1900s led to even-aged stands of larch and/or lodgepole with
surviving larch snags projecting above the canopy.
The South Fork currently provides areas of good habitat for some
wildlife, especially species adapted to shrubs and young forest.

Two

ungulate winter ranges. Firefighter Mountain and Dry Parks, are adjacent
to the Reservoir on the east side.

Natural predators such as grizzly

bear (Ursus arctos horribilusl and mountain lion (Felis concolor> are
present.
Almost half of the developed campgrounds and picnic areas of FNF
are on or near HHR shoreline.

From May through November the Reservoir

and adjacent forest are the focus of recreational activities including
sightseeing, camping, boating, fishing, water skiing, ATV use, berry
picking, firewood cutting, and hunting.
occurs during winter months.

Recreational snowmobiling

In addition to the 15 developed

campgrounds and 13 developed boat launch sites, numerous undeveloped
campsites and boat landings surround HHR.

The roads around the

Reservoir provide access to trails into the Jewel Basin Hiking Area to
the west and the Great Bear and Bob Marshall Wildernesses to the east.
Hardrock mining and oil and gas leasing have not yet resulted in
significant alteration of wildlife habitat in the drainage.

METHODS

I made counts of eagles along HHR and the South Fork during 1985
through 1988 from roads or a MDFWP fisheries boat.

Sighting reports
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were solicited from Flathead National Forest and MDFWP personnel and
other qualified observers to increase the sample of eagle-use locations.
USFS historical records were searched for evidence of Bald Eagle use
along the South Fork and at HHR.
tributary drainage and date.

All records were categorized by

During 1985 and 1986, spring nest search

flights along the perimeter of HHR and the upper South Fork River to
Spotted Bear were made prior to leaf emergence of western larch and
black cottonwood.
I documented eagle activity at the nest, flight routes, and
foraging areas from ground observation points during 1985 and 1986.
Primary nest observation points were on upland slopes 2.4-3.2 km from
the nest, requiring use of binoculars and a 60x spotting scope.

Nest

attendance, nest visits, prey deliveries, flight paths, foraging
attempts, perch events (each instance of a perched eagle), time on
perch, roosts, territorial defense, and other behaviors were recorded.
Additional observations were made from boats or along the Reservoir
shoreline.

Observed perch locations were mapped to define areas of

consistent use (Yates et al. 1992).
Status of nest activity was confirmed from the ground in late May
(1985-1988) as soon as observation points became accessible.
Observation time blocks of varying duration were nonrandom and
distributed throughout the day from mid-June to early October.

During

1985, observations were made at least three times per week, increasing
to daily near fledging.
1986 breeding season.
and 1988.

Observations were made on most days of the
No observation time blocks were scheduled in 1987

Nest activity status and productivity were described
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according to Postupalsky's (1974) definitions and criteria.

Flights in

a Cessna 182 were made each year to monitor nest occupancy in March and
incubation in April.
Nest success and number of juveniles fledged were confirmed from
ground observation points.

I searched Clayton Island for the juvenile

on the day after fledging in 1985 and 1986.

In 1985, the juvenile was

unable to fly and was captured on the ground.

In 1986, the juvenile

flew among the tree tops after fledging; therefore, a capture attempt
was postponed for 3 weeks to allow the eagle time to develop a foraging
pattern.

I chummed fish along the Clayton Island shoreline 3 times

during the week prior to capture.

Capture was accomplished using padded

leghold traps, similar to those described by Young (1983). A series of
morphometric variables was recorded for both juveniles; blood samples
were drawn for analysis of mercury, lead, selenium, and cadmium at the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Research Center, Patuxent, Maryland.
Each juvenile (1985 and 1986) was equipped with a Telonics, Inc.
80-g (20-month life) backpack transmitter to facilitate determination of
post-fledging activities, length of stay at HHR, and migration routes.
Transmitter attachment employed a harness of brown teflon ribbon with
the four ends secured by waxed thread stitches.

In 1986, the

transmitter antenna was covered with an orange plastic streamer.

In

both years, a routed black plastic band with a large white O was placed
on the right leg and a standard USFWS aluminum band on the left leg.
Eagles were released at the capture site on Clayton Island.
After transmitter attachment, my observations concentrated on the
juvenile's activities.

Signal strength was sufficient to determine
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presence or absence on HHR from U. S. highway 2 (10 km from Clayton
Island) on days when no direct observation time was scheduled.

Signals

were also routinely monitored on wildlife flights made by Glacier
National Park and MDFWP.

Depending on the availability of qualified

observers, locations were determined at 4 levels of precision: (1)
present on HHR, (2) present on the Clayton territory,
location, and (4) visual location.

(3) triangulated

HHR was monitored daily to determine

where the juvenile moved locally and when it migrated from the breeding
territory.

After the juvenile's signal disappeared, initially I

searched routes to the south by road; if this was unsuccessful, I
chartered a Cessna 182 out of Kalispell.

Migration routes after initial

relocation were followed across Montana in aircraft.

Subsequent air

searches were made in cooperation with the Glacier Bald Eagle Project
throughout the expected operational life of the transmitters.
Potential human disturbance to eagles was recorded during
observation time blocks and whenever the nest territory was in view.
Road traffic, noise, planes, boats, and human trespass on foraging areas
or the nest zone were classified relative to intensity of disturbance,
distance from nest, and response of eagles.

Research activities within

the territory were considered similar in disturbance potential to
recreational activities (e.g., fishing and berry picking).

Observed

eagle responses to research disturbances were used as a basis for
interpreting eagle responses to recreational disturbances I observed
from the distant observation points.
Nest trees were measured and nest-site variables recorded in
formats described by MBEWG (1986) and Jensen (1988).
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Tree characteristics (height, diameter at breast height (dbh],
dominance, structure) and site variables (stand structure, basal area,
distance to shore) were recorded for a sample of perches (observed or
with evidence of consistent use).

Tree species and perch-site

descriptions were recorded for each perch event of 1985.

During 1986-

88, I recorded tree species, tree dominance, proximity to water,
estimated height and diameter, branching

structure, and perch limb

location for each perch event.
Scales, feathers, and a cast pellet were collected from on or under
feeding perches.

J. Wachsmith (MDFWP) identified fish scales.

I

matched feathers to University of Montana museum specimens with the
assistance of J. Marks.

RESULTS

History of Bald Eagle Use
No Bald Eagle nest was reported on the South Fork River before
Hungry Horse Dam was built, but habitat along the Reservoir section of
the river may have supported nesting Bald Eagles.

Casey et al.(1984)

estimated that conversion from free-flowing river to Reservoir caused
the loss of winter habitat (unfrozen sections of river) supporting 15
migrant Bald Eagles.

This estimate was based on a method applied to the

Kootenai River by Craighead and Craighead (1979).
Glacier National Park and HHR are within a migration corridor used
by Canadian Bald Eagles from the Mackenzie River drainage in northern
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Alberta, northwestern Saskatchewan, and the Northwest Territories
(McClelland et al. 1983, Young 1983).

I monitored several eagles

(equipped with radio transmitters) from autumn concentrations in Glacier
National Park (15 )cm north of HHR) as they travelled south along HHR;
some of these eagles passed northward through the HHR area the following
spring.

Bald Eagle Sightings and
Between

Nest-Search

1980 and 1989, there were 309 documented Bald Eagle

sightings along HHR (adult = 192, immature = 83, "bald" = 30, and
"unidentified" = 4).

This total includes Hungry Horse District records,

all sighting reports, and counts I made on HHR and upper South Fork.
All sightings were opportunistic and incidental to other activities with
the exception of counts I made driving Roads 895 and/or 38 to Spotted
Bear during autumn when most eagles were assumed to be migrants.

Eagles

seen between 1 June and 15 September were assumed to be resident in the
Flathead drainage.

Fifteen sightings of adult Bald Eagles were reported

on lower HHR (Hungry Horse District) and 24 adults on upper HHR and
South Fork River (Spotted Bear District) during summers.

Resident

eagles could

not be separated from migrant eagles for 16 September- 31

May reports.

I located no additional Bald Eagle nests along HHRorthe

South Fork River on search flights.

Clayton Nest Territory
The Clayton Bald Eagle territory encompassed the only documented
Bald Eagle nests at HHR, at Knieff Creek and Clayton Island (Fig. 2).
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There is no evidence that both nests were used by Bald Eagles in the
same year.

The first active Bald Eagle nest documented at HHR was at

Knieff Creek during 1975 (D. Biggins, FNF, pers. commun.; pers.
observ.).

Nesting probably occurred at this site (the nest was large in

1975) prior to that time.

The large ponderosa pine nest tree (Table 1)

was located at the top of the south-facing bank of Knieff Creek, at the
edge of a small stand of mixed conifer-old growth.

The nest, which fell

from the tree in 1976, was a typical structure located on strong
spreading branches below a live crown.

The exposed position of the nest

tree may have contributed to wind breaking the tree below nest level in
1976.

Eagles did not rebuild a nest at that site.

A sentinel snag and

old-growth with roost characteristics (Anthony et al. 1982) are adjacent
to the nest tree (Table 2).
During summer 1976, U.S. Forest Service personnel observed an
active Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) nest on Clayton Island (J. Totten,
Hungry Horse Dist., pers. commun.).

On 7 July 1979, R. McClelland and

M. Strand observed 2 juvenile Bald Eagles in this same nest.

Whether

the nest was originally constructed by Bald Eagles or Osprey is unknown.
Bald Eagles have been known to use Osprey nests (Keran 1987).
The Clayton nest tree (Table 1) was in the center of a mixed
conifer old-growth stand (Appendix C) not cut during clearing for HHR.
The nest was in the top whorl of a broken-top Douglas-fir snag, which
was well screened by adjacent forest (Table 2).

The old-growth stand

provided a variety of perch and roost trees; however, there was no
sentinel snag adjacent to the nest tree.
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Figure 2.

Central portion of Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana, showing

islands (Is.) and tributary creeks (Or.).
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Table 1.

Clayton and Knieff Bald nest-tree characteristics,

Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.

Characteristic

Knieff nest

Clayton nest

Species

Douglas-fir

Ponderosa pine

dbh (cm)

69

69

Height (m)

31

Est. 33.5 (1975)
22.8 (1987)

Structure

Broken stem with
terminal whorl of
branches

Mature open crown in
1975

Condition

Leaning snag,
evidence of heartrot and insects

Appeared sound (1975)
broken bole (1976),
live with roots
eroded (1987)

Dominance

Overtopped

Co-dominant

Nest height (m)

31

26

Slope (%)

5

72

Aspect (°)

326

100

Elevation (m)

1,112

1,170

Distance to full
pool shoreline (m)

183

213
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Table 2.

Clayton and Knieff Bald Eagle nest-site characteristics.

Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.

Characteristic

Clayton nest site

Knieff nest site

Stand size (ha)

27

40

Stand age

>200 years

>200 years

Cover

Larch, spruce,
Douglas-fir, white
pine, subalpine fir

Larch, subalpine fir,
white pine, Douglasfir, spruce

Stand size class

MHRS*

Timber harvest in
nest zone?

Highgraded prior
to dam

No

Position of nest
tree in stand

Near center of
island

Edge, at top of Knieff
Creek bank

Windbreak for
nest tree

Yes

No

MHRS

MHRS = Multistory High Risk Sawtimber (U. S. Forest Service class)
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Productivity of the Clayton Island Nest
Annual surveys of the Clayton Island nest began in 1980. As of
1988, the nest had been occupied for 10 consecutive years (Table 3).
During my study (1985-1988), average productivity was 0.5 young per
year.

Nesting Chronology
The range of incubation dates was estimated by back-dating from
known fledging dates for 3 years and from survey observations (Fig. 3).
The extent of variability is evident from a premature fledging of a
juvenile as late as 7 August (1985).

Egg laying at the Clayton nest

occurred later than that at most Montana nests, including those in the
adjacent Flathead Valley.

However, it was similar to the dates for

nests in nearby Glacier National Park (pers. observ).

Adult Behavior
The Clayton Island nest and portions of the territory were observed
for 855 hrs during the 1985-1988 nesting seasons to document Bald Eagle
behavior and habitat use.

Adults were perched 194.8 hrs (342 events),

flying 9.3 hrs (216 events), and out of view (but approximate location
known) 64.9 hrs (77 locations), a total of 269 hrs of adult location
time.
Clayton adults remained associated with the nesting territory
during the observation months (late March through October).

Although

observations of the territory were not made in winter, the pair may have
remained at the Reservoir if food was available (Newton 1979, Swenson et
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Table 3.

Productivity of Clayton Bald Eagle nest®. Hungry Horse

Reservoir, Montana.

Stage of failure

Year

Final status

No. fledged

1979

Successful

2 (assumed)

1980

Successful

2 (assumed)

1981

Successful

2 (assumed)

1982

Successful

1

1983

Successful

2

1984

Failed

0

1985

Successful

1

1986

Successful

1

1987

Failed

0

Incubation or Nestling

1988

Failed

0

Incubation or Nestling

Incubation or Nestling

®This nest was a successful Osprey nest in 1976.
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Figure 3.

Clayton Bald Eagle nesting chronology, 1982-1987, Hungry

Horse Reservoir, Montana.
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al. 1986).

Timber crews had seen two Bald Eagles in the Clayton area

during January and February (J. Rost, Hungry Horse District, pers.
commun.).

A courtship flight was observed at the mouth of Clayton Creek

during February 1988 (D. Casey, Mont. Dept. Fish, Wildl. and Parks,
pers. commun.).

Courtship and nest maintenance probably were initiated

in February and early March if food was available near Clayton Island.

Nest activity.- During 1985 and 1986, an adult was not consistently
at the nest when routine observations began in June.

At that time,

eaglets were old enough to thermoregulate (Bortolotti 1984a) and they
are brooded only in severe weather and shaded in hot sun.

Adults

gradually reduced time spent feeding young, but continued to use the
nest as a feeding platform, sharing food until the eaglet confiscated
the prey.

Nest attendance dropped off sharply after 9 July (Julian

date 190) both years (Table 4), despite differences in eaglet maturity
and fledging dates.
deliveries.

At least 87% of nest visits after 9 July were prey

Forty-eight of 51 prey deliveries were fish: 43 were

delivered on the nest, 3 on stumps, and 2 on trees.
mammal deliveries were plucked, all at the nest.

Three bird or

Even after fledging,

the nest continued to be an important rendezvous point for the juvenile
and an adult with prey.

Percent of total location time spent on the

nest was 34% for fledged juveniles and 17% for adults.

Flight paths.- Flight paths of adults approaching and departing the
nest were recorded as potential indicators of productive foraging areas.
Fifty-seven percent of 48 approaches to the nest were from the southeast
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Table 4.

Nest visits by adult Bald Eagles at Clayton Island, Hungry

Horse Reservoir, Montana, 1985 and 1986.

1985

Julian day period
No. of visits
Mean length of visit (min)
Julian day period
No. of visits
Mean length of visit

1986

170-187

168-190

12
47.1

13
35.7

192-211

194-255

15
4.5

16
4.5

12
3.0

14
3.0

>Day 190 - with fish
No. of visits
Mean length of visit
>Day 190 - plucked prey
No. of visits
Mean length of visit

-

2
15
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(including 17 prey deliveries) and 29% were from the northeast (8 prey
deliveries); 7% (1 prey delivery) were from the northwest and 7% (3 prey
deliveries) from the southwest.

The pattern of 44 nest departures was

similar, but with 21% to the northwest.

Flight paths near the nest were

influenced by structure of the nest tree and surrounding trees more than
by origin or destination of flight.

However, the sheltered bay south of

the nest was important for foraging.
Forest stand structure appeared to influence flight routes between
perches on the Island.

One frequently used route from the nest to an

interior roost tree involved a flight directly east through the trees
and out over the shore of the east tip of the Island, then a loop back
to the southwest to perch facing the nest but below the canopy.

Along

this route, the eagle could view all directions before going to roost,
and also may have had an easier approach to the favored roost limb.
From Clayton Island, adults flew to foraging areas, territorial lookout
trees, and out of sight in all directions (Fig. 4).
Adults often used updrafts over islands, even for short distances.
High soaring flights were common on windy days.

On calm, hot days the

eagles used thermals rising from recently burned clearcuts at Natrona
Creek (1985 and 1986), Goldie Creek (1986), and south of Emery Bay
(1986) (Table 5).

This was an unanticipated benefit of prescribed

"wildlife" burns.

Eagles soared as high as 1600 m before gliding out of

view (Fig. 5).

Burn thermals also were used by other eagles. Red-tailed

Hawks, (Buteo iamaicensis) Osprey, and Ravens fCorvus corax)(for local
movements).
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Figure 4.

Direction of flight of adult Bald Eagles from Clayton

Island, Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana,

Arrow size scaled to

proportion of flights; enclosed area most frequently used.
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Table 5.

Use of thermals by Bald Eagles and other raptors, off recently

burned clearcuts along Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.

Raptor

Date (1985)

Flight route

Adult Bald Eagle

21 Jun

From Clayton Island
to burn thermal,
soared up and south

Adult Bald Eagle

26 Jun

From Clayton Island
to burn thermal,
soared up and south

Red-tailed Hawk

26 Jun

From nest near burn
to burn thermal,
harassed soaring eagle

Adult Bald Eagle

19 Jul

From Clayton Island
to burn thermal,
soared up and south

Adult Bald Eagle

27 Jul

From Clayton Island
to burn thermal,
soared up and south

Near-adult Bald Eagle

20 Aug

Soaring in burn thermal

Adult Bald Eagle

20 Aug

From Clayton Island
to Goldie Creek to burn
thermal, soared up and
chased near-adult Bald Eagle
south out of view

Red-tailed Hawk

20 Aug

From nest near burn
to burn thermal,
harassed soaring eagles

Adult Bald Eagle

1 Sep

From west shore
to burn thermal,
soared to Clayton Island

Osprey

18 Sep

Soared in burn thermal
briefly, flew south

Red-tailed Hawk

18 Sep

Soared in burn thermal,
glided south
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Table 5 (continued).

Raptor

Date (1986)

Flight route

Near-adult Bald Eagle

3 Jul

Soaring over Clayton Island,
to burn thermal

Adult Bald Eagle

3 Jul

Soaring over Clayton Island,
to burn thermal
chased near-adult south
into trees out of view

Adult Bald Eagle

14 Jul

From Clayton Island
to burn thermal, soared up,
glided south

Unidentified Eagle

14 Jul

Soaring in burn thermal,
very high

Adult Bald Eagle

26 Jul

From Clayton Island
to lower then upper burn
thermals, soared up, glided
south

Adult Bald Eagle

5 Aug

From Clayton Island to north,
circling over Reservoir, poor
lift until thermal off new
burn south of Emery Bay,
soared up, lost from view
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Direction of flight to and from burned areas, adult Bald

Eagles from Clayton Island, Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.
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Foraging.- Clayton Island was probably in view to the eagles from
most foraging areas that I observed.

Usually I could locate at least

one adult on or near Clayton Island when the nest was active.

In

addition to Clayton Island, frequent foraging occurred from the point
south of Natrona Creek to Clayton Creek, and at other nearby islands.
These areas had extensive shallows when the Reservoir was at or near
full pool.
used.

The bay and points adjacent to Elya Creek were also heavily

Foraging occurred along the south side of Firefighter Mountain,

and near Riverside inlet.

Adults also foraged from Kelly Island.

Mclnernie Creek was the most important spawning site of 6 tributaries
used along the central Reservoir (May and Fraley 1986).

Adults were

observed flying toward that area; however, the inlet bay could not be
seen from my viewpoints.

Foraging was documented south of Canyon Creek

but I was unable to distinguish resident eagles from migrants.

Clayton

adults also hunted along the routes to known foraging areas.
Fish were the major prey utilized during the nesting season
(Table 6), (Appendix D).

Foraging techniques for fish included stooping

from perches along calm protected bays, inlets, and lee sides of islands
and points.

An opposite strategy was to fly along windy, wave-swept

shores or to watch from lookout perches, searching for weakly swimming
or carrion fish being washed ashore.
and gulls.

Fish were also stolen from Osprey

Eagles frequently returned to exposed stump feeding

platforms to eat.

They also foraged from these stumps when the

Reservoir was low and the water was far from the forest edge.
One adult scavenged fish entrails after a fisherman cleaned his
catch on the north shore of Clayton Island. We tested opportunistic
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Table 6.

Prey remains collected below Bald Eagle feeding perches.

Jul-Oct, 1985-1987, Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.

Number of occurrences
Species

1985

1986

1987

Total

Largescale sucker

2

2

5

9

Mountain whitefish

2

4

8

14

2

2

Northern squawfish
Westslope cutthroat trout

1

1

American coot (Fulica
americana^

2®

Northern harrier (Circus
cvaneusl

1

1

Ruffed arouse (Bonasa
umbellus)

Total samples

2

1

5

7

18

1

30

May represent only 1 coot. Feathers were collected from a stump on
the point north of Flossy Creek; bill, bones, and feathers were found in
a casting on the east end of Clayton Island two days later.
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foraging on fish discarded by fishermen by slipping floating fish off
the far side of a moving boat.

The Clayton male quickly stooped on a

chummed fish in the wake of the boat.

He had flown from a hunting perch

200 m north of Elya Creek and returned to a nearby stump to eat the
fish.

When we chummed a fish near the Clayton female, perched on the

south point at Goldie Creek, the fish was taken by an immature Bald
Eagle while the female watched.

The Clayton adults tolerated this

immature eagle on the territory for several days.
The Clayton adults also foraged in upland areas.
flew up the Natrona drainage.

Twice an adult

In the 1985 observation, the adult flew

up the ridge into a seed tree cut and perched twice in large co-dominant
western larch seed trees before flying out of view.
an active Red-tailed Hawk nest (Fig. 6).

This occurred near

Later, the eagle returned to

its nest with unidentified prey and plucked it.

Bald Eagle

kleptoparasitism of Red-tailed Hawks has been observed (Stalmaster 1987,
pers. observ.).

During 1986, an adult flew into the Natrona Creek

wildlife burn and perched, apparently foraging.

Potential prey in the

Natrona area included Columbian ground squirrel (Spermophilus
columbianus). snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus), and Ruffed Grouse.
On two occasions the adults apparently located ungulate carrion.
During 2-9 September 1986, most juvenile telemetry locations were on
Firefighter Mountain or routes to it.

The adults were not seen at other

regularly used foraging areas during that period.

At least one adult

(and the juvenile) used carrion on the northwest point of Kelly Island
during early October 1986.

Ravens also used this carrion, which was out

of view, screened by trees.

Telemetry locations and visual observations
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Figure 6.

Foraging locations of Bald Eagles, central portion of Hungry

Horse Reservoir, Montana.

Locations shown: active Osprey nests. Red

tailed Hawk nesting territory. Raven nesting territory, and ungulate
winter range.
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at Kelly Island supported telemetry inferences of eagle use of carrion
on Firefighter Mountain in 1986.
Waterfowl were not abundant on central HHR during summer.

Very few

Mallard (Anas platvrhvnchus) and Common Merganser (Meraus merganser)
broods were noted on foraging areas.

American Coots and Green-winged

Teal (Anas crecca) were seen on the point south of Elya Creek.

The

Clayton Island area was frequented by nonbreeding Common Loons (Gavia
iitymer) and occasionally a Great Blue Heron

(

Ardea herodias\.

Prey

remains (Table 6) were collected along the shoreline on Clayton Island,
under the nest, and near Natrona, Goldie, Clayton, and Elya Creeks.
Westslope cutthroat trout may be under-represented in the prey remains
because the small scales are easily missed.

Table 6 does not include

all species known to be used by Bald Eagles during the nesting season;
most samples were collected from stump perches which were used during
the late summer drawdown.

Territory defense.- Clayton adults defended Clayton Island, the
adjacent west shore, islands to the south, and the Goldie Creek/Natrona
Creek area when other adults intruded.
were chased from the area.

In 1985 and 1986 near-adults

However, eagles in immature plumage (ages 2-

3) often were tolerated and allowed to perch near the fledged juvenile.
In 1987 and 1988 the adults guarded the nest after failure.

They

vocalized and chased other adult and immature Bald Eagles and Ravens
from the nest area.
nest.

Later in the summer the adults were not seen at the

Ravens and an Osprey perched on it.
Bald Eagle interactions with Osprey usually involved a contest over
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the Osprey's prey rather than competition for foraging areas.

Osprey

came from nests on the east side of HHR to forage even though they
usually were harassed by an eagle and unable to return to their nests
with prey.

No Osprey nested within 3 km of the eagle nest (Fig. 6).

Territorial perch locations.- Almost all documented perch locations
(Figs. 7 and 8) along routes to foraging areas, at foraging areas, at
territorial lookout points, and at day and night roosts were in view of
Clayton Island (Appendix E).
a tall western

From the Clayton Island sentinel lookout,

larch located on

commanding 360° view

of central

the interior

east

end, aneagle had a

HHR and east

side

inlets.A lookout

perch on the tallest snag on west Kelly Island provided a similar vista
with better views into west side inlets.

Territorial perches south of

the small islands could not be identified from observation points.
North of Clayton Island, adults crossed the Reservoir between the
point north of Elya Creek and the point north of Ada Creek on the east
side.

Dominant lookout perches on these points were silver snags, still

standing after the 1929 fires.

Roosts.- At least one adult often roosted on or near Clayton Island
(Fig. 9).
seen.

I located two roost trees on which the perch limb could be

Both of

mature western

these trees were

also heavily

white pines.

exposed perch tree on theeast tip of

An

used

Clayton Island was used as a roost only in mild weather.

day perches; both were

More commonly

adults disappeared into the interior east end of the island (where I
could see used roost trees), or into mature larch groves near the nest.
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Adult Bald Eagle perch-site locations. Hungry Horse

Reservoir, Montana, 1985-1988.
circle size.

Relative intensity of use indicated by
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Juvenile Bald Eagle perch-site and telemetry locations.

Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana, 1985—1986.
indicated by circle size.

Relative intensity of use
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Juvenile and adult Bald Eagle roost locations. Hungry Horse

Reservoir, Montana.
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On one occasion an adult perched on a stump until darkness prevented
seeing movement.

It was difficult to identify specific roost trees

because of low light levels and distant viewing.

Juvenile Behavior
I located fledged Clayton juveniles a total of 264.8 hrs on HHR
during 1985 and 1986.

This included observed perches - 72.3 hrs (110

events), flights - 6.9 hrs (137 events), and telemetry locations - 185.6
hrs (149 locations).

At HHR, the 1985 juvenile (J85) was monitored with

telemetry for 49 days; the 1986 juvenile (J86) was observed for 25 days,
then monitored with telemetry for 45 days.

Fledging.- After premature fledging on 7 August, J85 made its way
on the ground to the adult roost area at the east end of the island.
intercepted it along the way and attached the transmitter.

We

Five days

passed before the juvenile was flying well enough to return to the nest.
At first, perch trees used by the juvenile were chance landings near the
adults.

On one occasion, the juvenile landed on a limb with many small

branchlets, which it pulled off over a period of nearly 3 hrs, clearing
an easy perch near an adult perch.
J86 fledged on 27 July with a labored flight to an awkward landing
on a dominant open-structured western white pine.

After 15 min, an

adult circled over the nest with a fish, then landed next to the
juvenile.
lost.
trees.

The adult was displaced by the juvenile and the fish was

The adult perched on a nearby tree, then flew out of view in the
The juvenile followed.

Early the next morning the juvenile was
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perched in the canopy near the nest.
the nest.

By mid-morning it was eating on

For the remainder of the day the juvenile flew between trees

and the nest, apparently searching for or following the adults.

Morphometric measurements.- The 2 juveniles differed somewhat in
morphometric measurements (Téüsle 7) primarily because of the dissimilar
ages of the juveniles when captured.

Flight feathers of J85 were 5 -

7.5 cm in sheath at premature fledging.
talon length continued after fledging.

Slow growth of bill depth and
The tarsus width measurements,

which were similar for J85 and J86, reached mature size prior to
fledging (Bartolotti 1984a).

Measurements indicated that both juveniles

were female (Bartolotti 1984b, Garcelon et al. 1985).

Blood analvses.- Juvenile blood analyses (Table 8) show levels of
mercury and lead similar to results from juveniles in Oregon (Wiemeyer
et al. 1989) and nearby Glacier National Park (R. McClelland, pers.
commun.).

Foraging.- During the post-fledging period at HHR, both juveniles
were dependent on the adults for food.

At first, both frequently

returned to the nest to rest and consume prey delivered to the nest by
the adults.

They also followed adults to foraging perches on the Island

and begged.

Juveniles appeared to initiate foraging behavior by flying

a shoreline circuit of the Island, apparently looking for wave-deposited
carrion.
circuit.

They perched on edge trees and stumps while making this
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Table 7.

Morphometric measurements of two juvenile Bald Eagles

from the Clayton Island nest. Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.

Variable

1985 Juvenile

1986 Juvenile

11.5*

15.5

Sex

female

female

Culmen length (mm)

50.0

52.3

Bill depth (mm)

34.0

34.8

Talon length (mm)
Outer left
Middle left
Inner left
Hallux left
Outer right
Middle right
Inner right
Hallux right

29.8^
30.0**
37.3
40.5
28.8
33.3
38.4
40.4

30.5
36 .2
40.8
45.2
30.9
36.2
40.0
42.2

Foot pad
Left
Right

12.0
11.0®

12.5
12.7

19.4
16.4
18.4
16.0

19.0
16.2
19.3
16.5

9.1
7.2
9.2
7.1

9.7
8.0
9.2
7.8

Tail length (cm)^

31.9

36.8

Wing chord
Left
Right

57.8
57.0

64.0
63.8

Age

(weeks)

(cm)

Tarsus width (mm)
Dorsal-ventral left
Lateral left
Dorsal-ventral right
Lateral right
Tarsus
Long
Knob
Long
Knob

length (cm)
left
left
right
right

(cm)

Wing span (cm)

202

203

Wing feathers (cm)**
Primary 10 left
Primary 9 left
Primary 8 left
Primary 10 t i g h t
Primary 9 right
Primary 8 right

34.3
39.7
42.9
35.0
40.7
42.4

37.6
45.9
48.3
37.4
45.3
48.0

Crop condition

empty

empty

4.5

5.0

Weight

(kg)

"prematurally fledged when perch branch at nest broke
b.
deformed talon
'hallux toe 1 cm shorter
^feathers partially in sheath on 1985 juvenile
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Table 8.

Blood analyses, juvenile Bald Eagles from the

Clayton Island nest, Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.

Ug/g wet
1985 juvenile

1986 juvenile

Cadmium

0.012

0.005

Lead

0.063

0.050

Mercury

0.89

1.30

Selenium

0.65

0.62

Analyte
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The juvenile's most common foraging pattern was to follow an adult
to a foraging area where it perched near the adult.
a fish, it usually returned to an exposed stump.

When the adult took
There the adult was

often displaced by the juvenile, which took the fish and ate it.

On one

occasion, a juvenile flew between stump and ground perches, successfully
defending a fish from a Raven.
J85's first location away from Clayton Island was on the west shore
south of Clayton Creek, 21 days after fledging.

By 32 days past

fledging the juvenile was frequenting the west shore in the Goldie Natrona Creeks area.
J86 made a major foraging shift to the south side of Firefighter
Mountain 37 days post fledging; it did not return to Clayton Island
until the following evening.

The juvenile traveled the 10 km (one way)

between Firefighter Mountain and Clayton Island on 4 subsequent days.
The adults were not observed at their usual foraging areas on and near
Clayton Island during this period and they also may have been at
Firefighter Mountain.
Seven weeks after fledging, J86 followed adults to the Elya Creek
foraging area; during the 8th week it followed the adults on a north
central HHR foraging circuit (>16 km) from Clayton Island.
The juvenile soared over the Reservoir frequently on these longer
movements, on one occasion flying south of Clayton Island to the east
shore and perching near Canyon Creek.

J86 continued the circuit pattern

on the central Reservoir until it left the nesting territory.

The last

2 days on the nesting territory J86 fed on carrion at Kelly Island.
Juvenile flight paths were similar to adult paths, but more flights were
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d o s e r to Clayton Island (Fig.10).

Juveniles did not use thermals over

burned areas.

Roosts.- On most nights both juveniles roosted on Clayton Island
(Figure 9).
fledging.

J86 roosted on the nest for the first 6 nights after
Both juveniles used the east end roosting area frequented by

the adults and also roosted in the Goldie-Natrona area.

Each juvenile

had one roost location that may have been influenced by disturbance on
or near Clayton Island (1985 - Fannora Creek, 1986 - south islands
point).

J86 also roosted on or near Firefighter Mountain on alternate

nights (3 roosts) during the 6-day foraging episode.

Home ranges.- The home range of J86 encompassed that of J85 (Fig.
11).

J86 was more mature when fledged, fledged earlier, migrated later,

and was on the nesting territory 21 more days than the 1985 juvenile.
Number of days monitored with telemetry were similar: 49 in 1985 and 45
in 1986.

Specific locations were documented on 32 days in 1985 and 46

days (13 without telemetry) in 1986.

Days with telemetry locations

differed by only 1 day (32 vs. 33) between years.

Migration.- Both juveniles departed from the Reservoir on days with
brisk moving winds (Table 9).

J85's departure signal faded out to the

south as the bird soared over the Swan Range.
monitored across Montana (Fig. 12).
foraging sites with other eagles.

Migration routes were

All relocations of J85 were at
On the morning of the second day

after departing HHR, the J85 was at Placid Lake (Clearwater River) with
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Figure 10.

Direction of flight of juvenile Bald Eagles, from Clayton

Island, Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.

Arrow size scaled to

proportion of flights; enclosed area most frequently used.
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Figure 11.

Convex polygon home ranges of juvenile Bald Eagles from the

Clayton nest. Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana, 1985 and 1986.
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Table 9,

Fledging and migration of juveniles from the Clayton Bald

Eagle nest at Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.

1985

1986

Date fledged

7 Aug

27 Jul

Date captured

8 Aug

21 Aug

Date departed HHR

26 Sep

5 Oct

Date of last autumn
location in southern Montana

10 Oct

9 Oct

45

Al b e r t a
209

r 23 A P R ’8 6

Mo n t a n a
1-2

1986

1985

NEST
#
^

Figure 12.

AUTUMN

LOCATION

SPRING LOCATION

Autumn migration locations of juvenile Bald Eagles from the

Clayton nest. Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana, 1985 and 1985.
are days traveled after day of departure from the Reservoir.

Numbers
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at least 1 adult and 2 immatures.
were spawning there.

Kokanee salmon (Oncorhvnchus nerka \

The next two locations were on antelope

(Antilocaora americana) carrion near Silver Star (Jefferson River),
where she was near 4 other juvenile Bald Eagles and 1 juvenile Golden
Eagle on the first occasion and 1 juvenile Golden on the second.

The

final autumn location, 14 days from HHR, was 6 miles north of Dillon, on
deer carrion.

One adult and 1 subadult Golden Eagle and 1 immature Bald

Eagle were in the area.

Following an early winter storm, I made an

unsuccessful search flight to Idaho Falls and American Falls Reservoir
on 18 October.
J85 was relocated southwest of Cardston, Alberta, Canada, on 23
April, 1986 by R. McClelland.

The juvenile was feeding on calving

mortalities at a cow dump with 6 or 7 other juvenile and 1 adult Bald
Eagle, and 1 juvenile Golden Eagle.
prompt follow-up.

Weather again interfered with

A search flight to Calgary on 30 April was negative;

J85 may have moved to central or northern Alberta by then.
After leaving Clayton Island on migration, J86 spent 2 days on the
South Fork Flathead River just north of Meadow Creek, probably foraging
on the mountain whitefish spawning run which is heavily used by
migrating Bald Eagles from Canada.
state.

J86 moved rapidly south across the

I saw her flying alone north of the Anaconda-Pintlar Range,

circling on updrafts off ridges and gliding south to the next updraft.
The transmitter and antenna were clearly visible and well-centered on
her back.

On 9 October she was flying southwest of Dillon, near the

Montana border.

The signal was lost when the receiver failed.

On 11

October, I chartered a 2-day search flight, making a loop through Idaho,
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eastern Oregon, northern Nevada and Utah, western Wyoming and north over
Dillon to Missoula,

Montana.

juvenile.

Fred Reed, Western AirResearch, thought he

However,

I was unable to relocate the 1986 HHR
had a

brief signal from her in southeast Idaho on 14 October (pers. commun.).
Frequencies for both juveniles were monitored on GNP and other
cooperating wildlife research flights in Montana, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming,
and Alberta, Canada, for the life of the transmitters.

Neither juvenile

had been resighted at HHR as of July 1988.

Perch and Roost Trees
Ninety percent of the perches (excluding the nest) used by Clayton
juvenile and adult eagles were trees (Fig. 13).

HHR Bald Eagles used

conspicuous perches

such as the top of a dominant tree, orsnag, or

along the edge of a

shoreline stand.

They also perched in lessobvious

locations for shade, to preen, and to rest.

Along the shoreline of HHR,

Clayton eagles selected large dominant, or codominant, trees with open
structure, presumably for visibility and ease in perching (Table 10).
Juveniles usually selected lower, less conspicuous perches than adults.
When foraging at full pool, the adults occasionally perched on a
convenient, sturdy branch low in the tree, but as the water receded the
eagles needed higher perches to view the more distant water surface.

At

low water levels, foraging perches sometimes were available on exposed
stumps near the water line.

These stumps were frequently used as

feeding perches.

Stumps used by eagles averaged 66 cm dbh and 1.2 m

tall (8 stumps).

Roots of these stumps were being eroded by wave

action.

Fifty-eight percent of Clayton adult tree perch time was spent
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ADULTS
ALL

OTHER

(n=141)

(n=5)
STUMP

40%
OTHER

4%

TREE

96%

I L0(3

20%

»
GROUND

ROCK

20%

20%

JUVENILES
ALL

OTHER

(n=65)

( 0 = 16 )

STUMP

60%
OTHER

23%

»

ROCK

7%
GROUND

33%

Figure 13.

Type and relative frequency of use of Bald Eagle perches at

and near Clayton Island, Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.
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Table 10. Characteristics of Bald Eagle perch trees, Clayton
Territory, Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana, 1985-1988.

Height®
(m)

DBH
(cm)

Basal^
area
(mf/ha)

Western larch
(n=18)

36
27-48

53
39-70

26.0
13.5-58.5

38
1-200

Western white pine
(n=4)

35
30-41

55
45-71

29.2
13.5-38.2

91
10-150

22.5

30

Tree species

Lodgepole pine
(n=l)

26

36

Distance
to shore
(m)

All species
(n=23)

35
26-48

53
36-71

26.4
13.5-58.5

47
1-200

Live
(n=15)

37
27-48

57
39-71

25.8
13.5-58.5

49
1-150

(n=8)

33
26-40

45
36-51

27.6
13.5-54.0

42
10-200

Perches <3Dm
from shore (n=17)

35
26-48

52
39-70

25.3
13.5-58.5

Perches >30m
from shore (n=6)

37
30-43

57
45-71

29.6
20.2-38.2

Dead

Values shown are mean and range.
^Calculation does* not include snags.
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on 3 trees at the east end of Clayton Island (39% of adult perch
events).

The tree most used by both adults (25% of perch time) and

juveniles (29% of perch time) was a western white pine which had openstructured perch limb "windows" near the top.

This tree was used for

foraging, a lookout, day perch, and night roost.
adequate for 3 or more eagles.

The perching space was

The second most-used tree (18% of adult

perch time) was a dominant open-structured western white pine with good
perch limbs below the crown.

It was located in the interior east end of

Clayton Island and perched eagles were not visible from boats.

This

tree was used as a retreat from disturbance, day perch, and night roost.
The third most-used tree (15% of adult perch time) was at the east end
of the route from the nest to the southeast tip of the Island.

This

dominant western larch had a flat top for perching, and was used for a
lookout, day perch, and some foraging.

The juveniles showed no strong

preference for perching in these 2 trees.
Measured trees with eagle use were taller and larger in diameter
than surrounding trees and were dominant or codominant within the stand.
Although perch time on the east end of Clayton Island was primarily on
western white pines, 79% of all tree perch events were on western larch
(52% dominant or codominant live, and 21% dominant snags, plus 6% stubs
and small trees).
perch events.

Western white pines were used for only 10% of tree

Other species used as perches were: lodgepole pine,

spruce, and Douglas-fir.
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Disturbance
I considered human activities occurring within the territory to be
potential disturbance.

Activities that caused an eagle to: (1) become

agitated (McGarigal 1991), (2) change normal behavior in the nest area,
(3) flush from a perch or roost, or (4) avoid a known or potential
foraging area were disturbing..
Cumulative recreational disturbances during peak visitation left
few foraging areas available to Bald Eagles along central HHR.

Bald

eagles avoided roads, developed recreation areas such as campgrounds and
boat launch facilities, and dispersed recreational activities (Fig. 14).
Activity at campgrounds appeared to deter Bald Eagle use for at least a
400-m radius at HHR.
Clayton eagles.

Elk Island, for example, was avoided by the

Only 2 eagle locations (foraging for carrion fish or

entrails) were documented on Elk Island, which was nearby and in full
view of the eagles' intensive use area on the east end of Clayton
Island.

In addition to having a boat-accessed campground. Elk Island

was logged when the dam was built and had no remnant large old trees for
perching and cover.

The area around Elk Island was known for good

fishing and boats were usually present during mid-summer, possibly
deterring eagle use.

A number of dispersed campsites, some of which

were accessed by logging roads as well as by water, also were located in
foraging areas.

Roads.- During 1985, when I recorded vehicular traffic on Road 895,
Clayton adults were not observed flying to or perching near the road in
the Clayton Creek area.

During autumn, migrating adult Bald Eagles
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Figure 14.

Campgrounds, dispersed campsites, and boat landings

(potential sources of disturbance), along central Hungry Horse
Reservoir, Montana.
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(perched between 895 and the Reservoir in areas with little or no
screening from the road) flushed when loaded logging trucks passed and
when passenger vehicles slowed or stopped nearby.

On one occasion, the

Clayton juvenile roosted at Fannora Creek, 1.5 km from its favored and
more secure roost location at Clayton Island, when the road was graded
and repaired in the Goldie Creek to Clayton Creek area.

Noise.- Noise, especially from heavy equipment, logging trucks,
vehicle backfires, and shooting, carried to Clayton Island from both
sides of the Reservoir.

Woodcutters and logging operations near the

Reservoir precluded eagle use of adjacent shoreline areas.

From my

observation points it was not possible to attribute Bald Eagle behavior
to specific noise levels on the Reservoir.

Aircraft.- Helicopters are known to flush Bald Eagles from their
nests and perches (Biosystems Anal., Inc., et al. 1985).

During this

study Hungry Horse Ranger District routed helicopters around the nest
site area and no commercial helicopter flights were observed over the
central Reservoir.

Fixed-wing plane traffic was frequent over HHR.

Most traffic between Flathead Valley and the Schafer Meadows and Spotted
Bear airstrips was high enough to be an insignificant disturbance,
although I observed Clayton eagles watching the planes (movement of
their heads).

Fixed-wing planes that fly low along the length of the

Reservoir have a greater potential for disturbance.

If the nest

location were known, individuals looking for wildlife might buzz the
nest and stress the eagles.
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Observed incidents which may have been disturbing to the eagles
included: (1) a Civil Air Patrol training exercise that used the nest
area airspace for low elevation flights; (2) a floatplane landing 1.6 km
north of Clayton Island after low circling over the east end of the
Island to locate a safe landing site; and (3) an aerial search for a
lost hang-glider, including helicopters, that took place the week of
nest failure in 1987.

Infrequent fixed-wing research surveys have not

flushed the Clayton eagles.

Boats.- On peak recreation days in July and early August as many as
5 boats an hour entered the Clayton Island area.

Additionally, boats

anchored in inlets or beached on shorelines out of view.

Many of these

boats were trolling for fish or waterskiing around the Island.
Passengers from beached boats spent as much as half a day picnicking,
swimming, or berry picking.
the islands.

Boats frequently stopped for latrine use of

Houseboats anchored in sensitive locations near islands

and inlets.
All perched eagles that I observed being approached on foot
flushed.

Boats moving directly toward an eagle perched along the

shoreline caused it to flush when within about 200 m;

boats passing

parallel and close to the shoreline (without stopping) usually agitated,
but did not flush, eagles.

On one occasion a flushed adult flew to the

burn thermal and south out of view.
Clayton Island with dogs.

Frequently, people landed on

Large dogs may have been a threat to

prematurely fledged juveniles (R. Mace, Mont. Dept. Fish, Wildl. and
Parks, pers. commun.).
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Camping.- The existing prohibition of camping on Clayton Island
prior to 1 August (U. S. Forest Service, Flathead National Forest 1985)
lacked enforcement.

Permitting camping after 1 August introduced a

serious disturbance factor at fledging time.

I located several old fire

rings at dispersed picnic and campsites on and near Clayton Island.

At

full pool, used fire rings were in the forest, where improperly
contained recreational fires might endanger the old-growth nest stands.
I documented 2 canoe camps on Clayton Island: one on the west side of
the Island prior to fledging and the other on the east end roost area 13
days post fledging (legal camp).

The eagles responded to the camp in

their preferred roost area by roosting in shoreline trees nearly 3 km to
the south.

DISCUSSION

Clayton Nest Territory
The Bald Eagle territory at HHR was situated on the broadest
portion of the Reservoir.

It encompassed 16 tributaries, 6 of which

were used by spawning westslope cutthroat trout and/or mountain
whitefish.

Inlet bays, where tributaries carry nutrients and

terrestrial prey for fish (May and Fraley 1986), were important foraging
areas.

The large extent of shallows in this section of the Reservoir

increased prey availability (Biosystems Analysis, Inc. et al. 1985).
Fish availability near the surface and/or in shallows varied with
season.

Trout fed at the surface in spring when water was cooler.
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squawfish and suckers spawned in shallower water during summer, and
spawning mountain whitefish frequented inlets in autumn.

The shoreline

physiography, with islands, inlet bays, and points, offered foraging
sites for diverse wind, water levels, and ice conditions.
On a reservoir of this size, 2 or 3 Bald Eagle nests would not be
unusual.

With an increasing nesting population in the state,

establishment of another nesting territory at HHR is probable if the
Reservoir is managed to provide adequate prey, and foraging and nesting
habitat is retained.

The most likely location for another nest is on

the upper Reservoir or South Fork River.

Migrant Bald Eagles also will

benefit from habitat management for nesting eagles along the Reservoir.
During the years I studied the nest (1985-1988), mean productivity
was 0.5 young per year.

This is below the estimate for population

stability and considerably lower than the average productivity of 1.23
for the state of Montana in 1987 (Montana Bald Eagle Working Group,
unpub. data).

Comparison of productivity of the Clayton nest by 5-year

periods (Table 11) shows a substantial decline.

The 0.4 level for 1984-

1988 is comparable to the 0.45 productivity of the Yellowstone unit of
the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (Swenson et al. 1986).
Causes of the HHR nest failures are unknown.

In 1987, weather

extremes may have contributed to failure (Swenson et al. 1986, Hughes
1987).

A severe late winter storm occurred at egg laying time, leaving

30 cm of snow encircling the incubating adult.

In contrast, the daily

high temperatures reached 27 C° at predicted hatching dates, but
hatching was not confirmed and the nest was soon abandoned.

The extreme

drawdown, which increased foraging distances and reduced shallows, may
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Table 11.

Productivity during 5-year periods, Clayton Bald

Eagle nest. Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.

Period

Young fledged/
occupancy

Success rate (%)

1979-83

1.8

100

1980-84

1.4

80

1981-85

1.2

80

1982-86

1.0

80

1983-87

0.8

60

1984-88

0.4

40
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have been a factor in the 1988 failure.

Lack of ungulate carrion near

the nest may be a limiting factor for reproductive success when HHR
remains frozen during late winter and early spring.

Juvenile Behavior
Prior to this study, Clayton juveniles were rarely documented along
the Reservoir after they left the nest.

USES biologists believed the

young eagles left the nest territory after 2 to 3 weeks (T. Holland,
pers. commun.).

Without markers, nest origin of any juveniles seen

elsewhere on the Reservoir was unknown.

J85 and J86 spent 7 and 10

weeks respectively on the central Reservoir.

Enroute south, J86 spent 2

days near the South Fork inlet, where whitefish were running upstream to
spawn.
Although adults probably are resident on or near their territories
all year in northwest Montana (Yates 1989), both juveniles migrated
south in autumn.

They took opposite routes around the Anaconda-Pintlar

mountain range and then converged in the Dillon area.

They probably

wintered farther south with migrant eagles from Canada, and returned
north into Canada the following spring with the stream of migrants.
This is supported by the relocation of J85 in Alberta, on the documented
migration corridor (Young 1983).

This strategy would be advantageous

for locating food and roosts during winter, and accessing the abundant
summer fish resources of the north during subadult years.
An alternative hypothesis would be that migrant eagles from the
north colonized HHR and passed on a genetic tendency to migrate north
and south.

At HHR the adults were presumed to be the same eagles in
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1985 and 1986 based on behavior patterns.

Recent studies of juvenile

movements have documented northward summer migration for winter-nesting
eagles in California (Hunt et al. 1992), Arizona (Biosystems Analysis
Inc. 1987), and southeastern states (Buehler et al. 1991a).

Juveniles

from nests in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (Swenson et al. 1986)
and Glacier National Park (McClelland in prep.) have migrated to the
west and south.

Juvenile eagles from nests in the far north and the

south appear to have a more definitive migration pattern than those from
northern Rocky Mountain states.

Characteristics of Used Trees
Selection of both nest trees may have been based upon tree
structure and view.

The Knieff nest was in the largest of only a few

ponderosa pine on the west side of the lower Reservoir.
nest is on the only large Douglas-fir snag on the Island.
pine provided an excellent view of the Reservoir.

The Clayton
The ponderosa

The Douglas-fir

initially had a commanding view but as of this writing is being
progressively obscured by maturing western larch.
Perch tree species availability was not sampled; however, species
on the stand transect at the nest (Appendix C) were typical of species
distribution on the Island.

Western larch were tallest (mean = 36.3 m),

largest in diameter (mean = 48.8 cm), and made up 73% of the basal area.
Western white pine averaged 30 cm dbh and composed 12% of the basal
area.
Visually, the dominant species along the central Reservoir was
larch, as surviving fire snags, post-fire regeneration, post-harvest
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regeneration (especially shorelines), and retained seed trees in
selective cutting units.

Greater mature tree diversity was present in

untreated old-growth stands.

Clayton Island may have had some

highgrading of old trees when the edges were cleared for the Reservoir
(T. Holland, USFS, pers. commun.).

Perch selection indicates the

importance of large open-structured larch (79%) and white pine (10%).
Lodgepole, spruce and small conifers were usually only transient perches
and often the perch was the flexible top stem of the tree (an unstable
perch).
Eagles selected foraging perches near shallow areas of lakes in GNP
(Caton et al. 1992).

At HHR this was also generally true except for the

most used tree, a western white pine at the southeast tip of the Island.
At full pool, the Reservoir bottom dropped off steeply from this point
to the submerged Goldie Creek channel.
this perch was closest to water.

However, at lower pool levels,

Foraging perches were similar to those

at GNP lakes; HHR eagles also selected for structure (primarily
dependent on height and dbh), view, and shortest distance to water at
foraging areas.
In addition to identified roost areas on islands and along the
Reservoir, eagles may use higher elevation roosts during certain seasons
or weather conditions (Anthony et al. 1982, Crenshaw 1985).

Additional

telemetry study of resident and migrant eagles might identify such sites
along the Reservoir.

Three sites have been identified below the dam

along the South Fork River - all have an old-growth western larch
component.
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Human Disturbance
Human disturbance characteristics calculated for a microhabitat
disturbance rating (Jensen 1988) only considered the area within 1.6 km
of the nest.

The Clayton nest-site area rated 0.96 out of 4.0 (highest

possible disturbance rating) (Appendix C).

I believe this

underestimates the actual disturbance level at HHR because it does not
take 3 factors into account:

(1) the need to look at a larger area for

cumulative effects when the territory is large; (2) inadequate
evaluation of the potential for eagle avoidance of foraging areas with
boats present (McGarigal et al. 1991); and (3) potential for human
activity on the Island at fledging time.

The reduction of adult time at

the nest during the second week of July coincides with an increase in
recreational activity when the Reservoir is at full pool.
The subtle, cumulative depletion of food, cover, and security poses
a substantial threat to the nesting territory.

In addition to

protecting identified used areas, alternative sites for foraging,
roosting, and nesting should be maintained at HHR.

BALD EAGLE MANAGEMENT AT HUNGRY HORSE RESERVOIR

Interim Management Zones
The Montana Bald Eagle Management Plan (MBEWG 1986) established
criteria for interim management zones to protect Bald Eagle nest sites
until detailed site-specific plans could be developed.

The zones were

designed to protect suitable habitat within concentric circles around
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the active nest and alternate nests.
nest were:

The zone radii from the active

nest site = 400 m; primary use = 800 m; and home range plus

a 800-m buffer = 4 km.

The distances for the zone radii were

extrapolated from other geographic areas because insufficient
information was available from the Northern Rocky Mountains.

These

interim zones were applied to the Knieff and Clayton nests in 1985
(Fig.15).

Defining Site-specific Management Areas
Current research in the mountains of northwestern Montana is
demonstrating that Bald Eagle territories appear to be much larger than
those of northwestern coastal areas (Anthony et al. 1982).

Within the

upper Flathead River drainage, lakes (e.g.. Swan Lake, Lake McDonald,
Logging Lake, and Quartz Lake) have no more than one active Bald Eagle
territory on each lake, including the entire tributary drainage in which
the lake is located.

A radio-telemetry study of the Bald Eagles nesting

at Lake McDonald in Glacier National Park verified year-round occupancy
of the nesting territory as well as use of an extensive foraging area
(Yates 1989).
My study revealed that use areas extended well beyond the interim
zones.

The large size of the Clayton territory was influenced by low

productivity of HHR, severe climate, limited year-around foraging areas
near the nest, and competition with migratory Bald Eagles for autumn,
winter, and spring food resources.

Recreation and timber management

disturbance may force the Clayton eagles to forage in more secure areas
far from the nest (Buehler et al. 1991b, Smith et al. 1987).
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Figure 15.

Interim management zones, Clayton nest sites. Hungry Horse

Reservoir, Montana.
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Definitions of the following areas for the Clayton territory are
based on the history of the territory, observations of the adult Bald
Eagles associated with the Clayton nest, and radio-telemetry locations
of juveniles from the Clayton nest.

Nest-site Area
A nest-site area must provide:

(1) suitable nest trees, (2) a

potential alternate nest site, (3) day and night roost areas near the
nest, (4) refuge from disturbance, and (5) access to key foraging areas.
The Clayton Nest-site Area (Fig. 16) includes Clayton Island, one small
unnamed island (peninsula) to the south, and the west Reservoir
shoreline adjacent to Goldie Creek.
Road 895.

The west boundary is 200 m east of

The south boundary includes the Goldie inlet to the east end

of Clayton Island (clearly evident at low pool levels).

The remaining

boundary is a line 200 m off the north and east sides of Clayton Island,
extending to the north shore buffer of Goldie Creek.

The Knieff Creek

old-growth stand is included as a previously used and alternate nest
site.

If the Knieff Creek nest site should become active, adjustments

would need to be made to the Nest-site Area boundaries.

Primary Use Area
The Primary Use Area (Fig. 17) includes much of the shoreline
visible from the Clayton Island lookout perches, excluding developed
areas.

It also includes some upland foraging habitat.

The Primary Use

Area extends north to Argali Creek, then northwest across the Reservoir
to Ada Creek, along the south side of Firefighter Mountain to the south
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Clayton Nest-site Area management zone. Hungry Horse

Reservoir, Montana.
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Clayton Primary Use Area management zone, Hungry Horse

Reservoir, Montana.
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side of Riverside inlet, across the bay to include the west half of
Kelly Island, then east to Murray Creek inlet and south along the east
Reservoir shoreline to Canyon Creek.

From Canyon Creek the boundary

crosses the Reservoir to just south of Knieff Creek and continues north
to the Nest-site Area.

The Primary Use Area is bounded by Roads 895 and

38 where they are within 800 m of the full pool shoreline.

Upland

foraging areas are located above Road 895 and on Firefighter Mountain.
The key foraging areas within the Primary Use Area are:
(a) Goldie Creek to Argali Creek shoreline;
(b) west half of Kelly Island;
(c) Riverside inlet;
(d) south slope of Firefighter Mountain and shoreline;
(e) sections of the east Reservoir shoreline opposite Clayton
Island;
(f) Fannora Creek to Goldie Creek; and
(g) the upland area west of Clayton Island, above road 895.
Campgrounds, boat landings, undeveloped campgrounds, and dispersed
campsites precluded use of several shoreline areas from May to October.
Most of the identified roost areas are in the Primary Use or Nest-site
Areas.

Home Range
The full extent of the Clayton Home Range is unknown (Fig. 18) and
can be determined only through use of radio-telemetry.

During the

nesting season (mid-January to mid-October) the Home Range probably
extends at least from Emery Bay to Graves Bay and may include the South
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Fork inlet.

The eagles fly out of sight from Clayton Island to both the

north and south during the nesting season.

No information is available

on winter use areas or unusual movements to other foraging areas away
from the South Fork Valley.

Management Recommendations
Management of the Clayton territory will require compromises
between timber, recreation, and other forest activities (Mealey and Horn
1981).

Decisions must be influenced by the endangered status of the

Bald Eagle.

That status mandates ensuring the essential habitat for the

survival of the Clayton territory and maintaining habitat for potential
territories; habitat for migrant eagles also must be protected.
Management recommendations (Appendix F) follow guidelines from the
Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan (U. S. Fish and Wildl. Serv. 1986) and
the Montana Bald Eagle Management Plan (Montana Bald Eagle Working Group
1986).

Recommendations are most restrictive close to the nest site and

are based on observed tolerances of the Clayton Bald Eagle pair during
1985-1988.

More specific recommendations and supporting rationale are

found in the Bald Eagle Nesting Territory Management Plan for Hungry
Horse Reservoir, Montana (McClelland 1989).
The FNF management plan designates most land between the arterial
roads and the reservoir as "Management Area 7:

Maintain a pleasing,

natural-appearing landscape....(partial retention)" (U. S. Forest
Service, Flathead National Forest 1985:111).

All of this area was

designated essential habitat for Bald Eagles under the 1978 inventory;
however, the Forest Plan does not discuss Bald Eagles under
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Management Area 7 (U. S. Forest Service, Flathead National Forest
1985:111-26).

The Visual Quality Objective of maintaining a "pleasing,

natural-appearing landscape" involves too much subjectivity to assure
accommodating Bald Eagles.

Specific wording to protect Bald Eagle

habitat should be added to the Wildlife and Fish section of Management
Area 7.

With "partial retention" it should be possible to retain

shoreline vegetation needed to maintain habitat for Bald Eagle use.
Bald Eagles selectively use old (200-400 years) stands and trees
that will not be retained or replaced under intensive timber management.
Bald Eagles use serai old growth such as larch, as well as climax old
growth.

Provisions for the continuation of both types of old-growth for

Bald Eagle use should be incorporated into planning for Hungry Horse and
Spotted Bear Districts.
When applied to selective timber sales, the words "salvage" and
"sanitation" imply inherent desirability.

In practice, these selective

cuts may remove essential components of Bald Eagle habitat (e.g.,
damaged [broken-topped], deformed [open-structured], dead [snags],
diseased [potential snags]).

Salvage and sanitation sales often are

small sales requiring minimum environmental review.

They should be

restricted in stands that are important Bald Eagle habitat.
Temporal restrictions and spatial buffers are recommended to permit
eagles access to needed resources.

Temporal restrictions involve the

timing of timber management and recreational activities in and adjacent
to Bald Eagle use areas during the breeding season (Fig. 19).

Spatial

buffers may consist of bands of vegetation that screen the eagles from
terrestrial activities and provide refuge from Reservoir activities.
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Figure 19.

Locations of recommended temporal restrictions on timber

management along the central portion of Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana.
Only one timber management action would be undertaken in each of areas
A, B, C, D at a given time.

Timber projects in A and C would take place

only between 15 October and 15 January.
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In areas clearcut to the shoreline, spatial buffers of up to 800 m wide
may be necessary to prevent disturbance to eagles on shoreline foraging
areas (McGarigal et al. 1991).

Spatial buffers may require closure of

timber management roads adjacent to the Reservoir.

Tree buffers also

can be used to protect mature and old-growth stands from windthrow and
protect perch trees.

A buffer zone of old growth may itself be subject

to blowdown (Sidle et al. 1986); therefore, a buffer zone must have
sufficient breadth to withstand wind.

A transition from a multistory,

uneven-aged timber stand to a natural edge along the shoreline may
reduce this problem as well as provide upslope perch trees for refuge
from disturbance on the Reservoir.

Forest buffers may benefit other

wildlife by increasing local habitat diversity.

Buffers also improve

visual quality from the Reservoir by providing natural shoreline
vegetation.

On a landscape scale,

maintenance of a variety of old-

growth patches along the shoreline, especially on points and along inlet
bays, would benefit eagles and other wildlife as well as provide oldgrowth continuity through inevitable changes to some stands from natural
events such as fire and wind.
Islands (nearly all of which are used by Clayton Bald Eagles) are
designated for semi-primitive motorized recreation, making them
available to motorboat access.

This classification also permits all-

terrain vehicle and snowmobile use and may permit vehicular access to
the islands at low pool.

Vehicles are now used extensively on exposed

shorelines during drawdown at Lake Koocanusa.

The need to restrict

these activities at HHR should be anticipated in order to preclude
intrusion onto the nesting territory.
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There is insufficient information to fully evaluate the impacts of
fluctuating pool levels at HHR, especially the unprecedented drawdown of
spring 1988.

The Clayton nesting territory plan supports the efforts of

MDFWP in their recommendations (to the Bonneville Power Administration)
for pool levels least damaging to fish populations.
made in Appendix F

Recommendations

assume that HHR will be near full pool in July, as it

was in the years 1978-87.

Management of shorelines, inlets, and

drawdown zones should include consideration of existing and potential
wildlife habitat.

Development of waterfowl production areas in shallow

inlets, especially the South Fork inlet, would partially mitigate
inundated riparian areas.
MBEWG (1986) policy is to maintain confidentiality of Bald Eagle
nest locations.

Forest Service management strategy for the Clayton

territory has been

to try to provide some protection for the nest site

without disclosure

of itsspecific location.

Restrictions on

recreational use have been limited to a wildlife closure of Clayton
Island to camping until 1 August.

Publicizing the nest location could

increase disturbance by curious people and by feather and parts hunters.
The Forest Plan (U. S. Forest Service, Flathead National Forest
1985) predicts increases in recreational and timber harvest activities
at HHR.

This may necessitate changing from low profile to high profile

management of the territory.

Concurrently, an educational program

targeting locals (most recreationists at HHR are from northwestern
Montana) and visitors will be essential.

Enforcement of additional

restrictions on human use at HHR may be necessary to maintain the
viablility of the Clayton territory.
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Appendix A. Morphometric data and drawdown summary for Hungry Horse
Reservoir, Montana.®

English measure

Feature

1,700 miles^

Drainage area
Mean annual discharge

2,386,918 acre-ft

Metric measure

4,403 km<
2.95 km^

23,800 acres

9,632 ha

35 miles

56 km

Shoreline length

133 miles

213 km

Mean depth

146 feet

44.5 m

Maximum depth

500 feet

152.3 m

Surface area
Pool length

Storage capacity

3,468,000 acre-feet

4.24 cubic km

Useable storage

2,982,000 acre-feet

3.68 cubic km

Elevation at full pool

3,560 feet

1085.8 m

Elevation at minimum pool

3,316 feet

1011.4 m

Maximum drawdown 1953-1987

128 feet

39 m

Mean drawdown 1953-1987

76 feet

23.2 m

Mont. Dept. Fish Wildl. and
Parks recommended maximum
drawdown

85 feet

25.9 m

53 %

Pool capacity
1988 drawdown

180 feet

Pool capacity
Maximum potential drawdown
for power production

54.8 m

20%

224 feet

Pool capacity

^Adapted from May and Fraley 1986

14 %

68.2 m
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Appendix B. Fish of Hungry Horse Reservoir, Montana, listed in order of
frequency caught in floating gill nets, 1983-1985.®

Species

Relative

Native to

abundance^

South Fork

Westslope cutthroat trout fSalmo clarki lewisi)

A

yes

Souawfish fPtvchocheilus oreaonensis)

A

yes

Mountain whitefish (Prosooium williamsoni)

A

yes

Bull trout fSalvelinus confluentus)

A

yes

Laraescale sucker (Catostomus macrocheilus)

A

yes

Lonanose sucker

A

yes

Pvomv whitefish fP. coulteril

R

yes

Sculoin

R

yes

Rainbow trout fSalmo aairdneri)

R

no

Yellowstone cutthroat trout (S. lewisi bouvieri)

R

no

Arctic araylino (Thvmallus arcticus)

R

no

SOD.

(C .

fCottus

catostomusl

s o p

.)

®Adapted from May and Fraley 1986
^Relative abundance:

A = abundant, R = rare
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Appendix C. Microhabitat characteristics of the Clayton Bald Eagle
nest. Variables described by Jensen (1988).

A. Nest-site characteristics
1 . Nest tree species :
2 . Nest tree dbh:
3. Nest tree height:
4. Nest tree crown class:
5. Nest tree percent decadence:
6 . Nest tree maturity class:
7. Nest tree position on slope:
8 . Nest tree distance from AWE*:
9. Nest tree direction to AWE:
10 . Nest tree elevation above AWE:
11 . Nest height:
12 . Percent of nest covered from above:
13. Distance of nest below tree top:
14. Position of nest on tree:
15. Direction of nest window:
16. Size of nest window:
17. Aspect at the nest tree:
18. Percent slope at the nest tree:
19. Type of AWE:
2 0 . Permanence of AWE:
2 1 . Elevation at the nest site:
2 2 . Shoreline within 1.6 km of nest:
23. Land ownership of nest site:

Douglas-fir
69 cm (27.3 inches)
31 m (102 feet)
suppressed
100%
mature
upper 1/3
200 m (600 feet)
0° (north)
28 m (90 feet)
31 m (102 feet)
0%

0 m
center top
360°
360°
326°
5
reservoir
permanent
1112 m (3650 feet)
11.2 km (7 miles)
Flathead National Forest

E. Forest stand characteristics
24. Canopy tree density:
2 5. Average dbh:
26. Understory density
dbh <10 cm (4 inches)
ht >20 cm (8 inches):
27. Basal area (on transect):
(at nest tree):
28. Average understory height:
29. Percent crown closure:
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Average stand height (canopy)
Canopy species diversity:
Understory species diversity:
Number of species present:
Dominant canopy species:
Dominant understory species:
Height of nest below stand:

536 trees/ha (217 trees/acre)
31.2 cm (12.3 inches)

1367/ha (553/acre)
49 m /ha (213 feet^/acre)
32 m /ha (140 feet^/acre)
1.6 m (5.4 feet)
57% on transect
50% at nest tree
36.3 m (119 feet)
D = 0.74625
D = 0.22375
6

western larch
subalpine fir
5.2 m (17 feet)
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Appendix C (continued)
SF
37-42. Species :
DF
ES
WL
19.0
37. Occurrence (%):
4.8
28.6
28.6
1.3
38. Average height (m):
4.9
4.2
(understory) (feet):
16.0
17.8
39. Average dbh (cm):
20.3
17.5
48.8
7.0
8.0
6.9
(inches):
19.2
3.8
2.5
.7
35.8
40. Basal area (m^/ha):
10.9
16.9 156.0
(sq feet/acre):
3.2
148
94
22
188
41. Density (no./ha):
60
38
9
(canopy) (no./acre):
76
136
1195
0
0
42. Density (no./ha):
55
484
0
0
(understory)(no./acre)
43. Not open, but decreased basal area and % crown closure

WP
28.1
2.8
9.3
30.0
11.8
6.0
26.3
82
33
35
14

C. Human disturbance characteristics
44.
45.
46.
47.

Logging disturbances:
Agricultural disturbances:
Recreational disturbances:
Other disturbances:

Total disturbance score:
Maximum possible total:

.25
.00
.60
.11
.96
4.00

5Associated water body
*^Species
Species present: SF = subalpine fir; DF = Douglas-fir;
spruce; WL = western larch; WP = western white pine.

ES = Englemann
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Appendix D. Age and estimated length of fish based on scale ssimples
collected at Bald Eagle feeding perches, Hungry Horse Reservoir,
Montana. Species include mountain whitefish (MWF), largescale sucker
(LSU), westslope cutthroat trout (WCT), and northern squawfish (NSQ).

Species

MWF
MWF
MWF^
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF
LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
LSU
NSQ
NSQ
WCT

Date of
collection

24
25
28
22
19
19
11
11
11
11
11
11
14
14
24
25
21
9
5
7
7
11
14
7
9
24

Aug
Aug
Jul
Aug
Sep
Sep
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Aug
Aug
Aug
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Aug

1985
1985
1986
1986
1986
1986
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1985
1985
1986
1986
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1985

Age
(yrs)

2+
3+
4+
2+
4+
2+
3+
2+
3+
3+
3+
2+
2+
2+
2+

5+
3+
2+
4+
4+
2+
2+
2+
3+
3+

Estimated
length®

212
266
300
212
300
212
266
212
266
266
266
212
212
76
76
190
124
76
170
170
76
76
166
238
170

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

Sample
number

1-1
2-1
3-1
5-1
6-1
6-2
13-1
14-1
15-1
15-2
16-1
17-1
18-1
19-1
1-2
2-2
4-1
7-1
20-1
8-1
9-1
12-1
21-1
10-1
11-1
1-3

® References for length estimation: MWF and WCT - Montana Department of
Fish, Wildlife and Parks (MDFWP) , Hungry Horse Reservoir Study Data;
LSU - Scott and Crossman (1985); NSQ - MDFWP, Lake Koocanusa Study Data.
One scale found below nest.
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Appendix E. Bald Eagle perch locations on the Clayton territory. List
includes all observed perches and perches with evidence of eagle use.
WWP = western white pine, WL = western larch, S = spruce, L = lodgepole
pine, DF = Douglas-fir.
Area

No.

Clayton Island

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10a
10b
11a
11b
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20a
20b
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Type
tree WWP
tree WWP
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
snag WL
snag WWP
tree WL
snag
tree S
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree
tree WWP
snag WL
snag WL
tree WL
stump
tree WWP
snag WL
log
snag WL
snag WL
snag WL
stump
ground
stump
stump
stump
ground
stump
stump
ground
stump
ground
stump
ground
stump

UTMN

UTME

5346710
5346710
5346710
5346730
5346620
5346730
5346730
5346830
5346790
5346780
5346780
5346780
5346780
5346760
5346760
5346750
5346650
5346530
5346330
5346810
5346820
5346640
5346640
5346680
5346780
5346550
5346460
5346570
5346710
5346570
5346720
5346440
5346440
5346450
5346410
5346390
5346390
5346390
5346410
5346410
5346400
5346360
5346350
5346340
5346320

289730
289830
289810
289800
289550
289580
289580
289730
289780
289530
289530
289520
289520
289190
289180
289150
289180
289250
289320
289690
289770
289810
289770
289840
299080
289550
289590
289490
289830
289730
289830
289180
289180
289120
289120
289130
289150
289170
289120
289110
289100
289130
289130
289160
289150
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Area

No.

Clayton Island

43a
43b
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69a
69b
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77a
77b
77c
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Tvoe
log
ground
tree WL
tree WWP
snag WL
tree WL
tree
tree
tree
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WWP
stump
ground
stump
ground
stump
stump
ground
tree WL
snag L
tree WP
stump
stump
stump
stump
stump
ground
stump
tree WL
tree WWP
tree WWP
snag WL
tree
snag WL
tree WL
stump

UTMN
5346810
5346810
5346740
5346720
5346720
5346630
5346690
5346670
5346740
5346600
5346450
5346600
5346680
5346570
5346630
5346620
5346590
5346610
5346610
5346790
5346780
5346610
5346590
5346610
5346750
5346830
5346810
5346830
5346830
5346820
5346800
5346580
5346480
5346880
5346810
5346310
5346370
5346460
5346450
5346590
5346370
5346660
5346660
5346380
5346610
5346620
5346610
5346730

UTME
289670
289630
289800
289790
289770
289360
289240
289240
289780
289810
289550
289530
289660
289530
289580
289520
289540
289530
289550
289270
289580
289650
289710
289890
289100
289250
289180
289210
289230
289190
289310
289720
289600
289740
289120
289240
289230
289200
289170
289110
289300
289810
289620
289470
289330
289670
289720
289880
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Area

No.

Clayton Island
West shore

87
F 1
F 2
F 3
F 4
F 5
F 6
F 7
F 8
F 9
FIO
Fil
F12
F13
F14
FIS
Fie
F17
F18
F19
F20
F21
F22
F23
F24
F25
C 1
C 2
C 3
C 4
C 5
C 6
G 1
G 2
G 3
G 4
G 5
G 6
G 7
G 8
G 9
GIO
Gll
G12
G13
G14
GIS
G16a

West shore

West shore

Type
stump
snag WL
snag WL
snag WL
snag WL
tree WWP
stump
snag WL
snag WL
snag WL
snag WL
stump
ground
stump
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
snag WL
stump
tree
snag
snag WL
tree WL
tree WL
stump
tree WL
tree WL
snag WL
snag WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree
stump
stump
stump
stump
stump

UTMN
S346820
S3S01S0
S3S0092
S349870
S349920
S349887
S349866
S349640
S349630
S349630
S349600
S349166
S349160
S3491S4
S341909
S34918S
S349116
S349022
S3489S0
S348864
S348720
S348614
S349322
S348181
S340092
S3491S6
S347S10
S3471S0
S346SS0
S34S990
S346870
S346920
S34S840
S34S880
S34S880
S34S830
S34S740
S34SS00
S34SS80
S34SS40
S34S470
S34S390
S34S390
S34S440
S34S630
S346190
S34S660
S34S690

UTME
289880
286640
286699
286S70
286360
286714
28670S
286440
286S60
286697
2866S8
287091
287132
28718S
287164
28718S
287204
287260
287320
287367
287467
287S71
287670
287731
286S3S
287141
288110
288190
288370
289080
288400
288370
289180
289240
289300
289380
2894S0
289S80
289620
289660
289690
289690
290020
290090
2901S0
290010
290410
290440
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Area
West shore

West side

West shore

East islands

East shore

No.
G16b
G17
GIB
G19
G20
G21
G22
G23
G24
G25
G26
N 1
N 2
N 3
N 4
N 5
L 1
L 4
L 5
L 6
E 1
E 2
K 1
K 2
K 3
K 4
R 1
R 2
R 3
R 4
R 5
R 6
R 7
R 8
R 9

Type
stump
tree WL
tree WL
stump
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
stump
ground
stump
tree
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
tree WL
rock
ground
snag WL
snag WL
snag WL
rock
snag WL
log
ground
tree
rock
tree DF
tree WL
ground
tree WL

UTMN
5346280
5344560
5345630
5345620
5345370
5345350
5345320
5345300
5345560
5345520
5345490
5344870
5344510
5344530
5345020
5345030
5345130
5343360
5343210
5343220
5346490
5346500
5349506
5349516
5349600
5349655
5352220
5351801
5351789
5351692
5352090
5352005
5351909
5351479
5343280

UTME
290710
290440
290460
290620
290330
290320
290270
290300
290340
290110
290100
289580
289770
299830
288860
289080
290750
291930
291820
291860
291920
291910
290299
290232
290050
290241
286440
287579
287563
291153
291290
291421
291582
291214
294350
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Management Recommendations for the Clayton territory.

Management recommendations follow guidelines from the Pacific Bald
Eagle Recovery Plan (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1986) and the
Montana Bald Eagle Management Plan (Montana Bald Eagle Working Group
1986). Recommendations assume that HHR will be near full pool in July,
as it was during years 1978-87.
Home Range. The Home Range is estimated to extend at least the length
of HHR or until it abuts an adjacent Bald Eagle nesting territory.
1. Maintain the suitability of the foraging habitat:
(a) Retain old-growth stands along inlets and points (Stalmaster
and Gessaman 1984).
(b) Retain mature and overmature perch trees along the shoreline
of the Reservoir (Steenhof et al. 1980, Swenson et al. 1986,
Garrett et al. 1988).
(c) Prohibit removal of mature and overmature snags for firewood
below arterial Roads 895, 896, and 38, and in upland
foraging areas.
(d) Manage wildlife habitat to enhance the Bald Eagle prey base:
ungulates, small mammals, and birds, especially waterfowl
(Swenson et al. 1986).
2. Minimize disturbance within key areas of the territory:
(a) Retain a buffer of mature vegetation along the Reservoir
shoreline at least 100 m wide (Stalmaster and Newman 1979,
Stalmaster 1980).
(b) Retain a buffer of mature vegetation around habitual roosts
at least 200 m wide (Stalmaster et al. 1985).
(c) Expand existing recreational developments, if necessary,
rather than developing new areas.
(d) Continue to issue permits for the semi-permanent camps of
woods workers, construction workers, commercial
berry-pickers, etc., to keep them away from Bald Eagle use
areas.
(e) Develop a Visual Quality Objective scenic vista plan that
retains shoreline vegetation.
(f) Plan timber management activities and road construction
along the Reservoir for seasons that do not conflict with
Bald Eagle use of key areas.
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3. Minimize potential hazards to Bald Eagles:
(a) Restrict use of pesticides and herbicides. Any future
proposals to use pesticides or herbicides should be
evaluated in relation to potential effects on Bald Eagles.
The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is an appropriate
tool for such an evaluation.
(b) Prevent environmental contamination from mineral exploration
and development. Mineral activity should not proceed
without investigating the effects on Bald Eagles and
completing an EIS.
(c) Remove road-killed ungulates from the right-of-way to
locations that are safe for feeding eagles.
(d) Route helicopters and low flying fixed-wing aircraft >800 m
around or 600 m above key use areas during seasons of Bald
Eagle use (U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1986).
(e) Develop an agreement whereby military aircraft are not
permitted to produce sonic booms over the Reservoir area
(Yates and McClelland 1989).
4. Maintain the integrity of the territory:
(a) Consider the cumulative effects of management decisions on
the Clayton territory.
(b) Carefully examine timber sales, especially small sales that
do not require extensive environmental review, for impacts
on Bald Eagle habitat.
Primary Use Area. The Primary Use Area provides for 75% of the Clayton
Bald Eagle use on the nesting territory.
1. Maintain the suitability of key foraging areas:
(a) Establish a spacial habitat buffer of multistory, old-growth
timber along shoreline key foraging areas 200 m wide,
measured from the full pool line.
(b) Maintain current road closures and close de facto roads.
Restrict road access to key foraging areas for a distance of
400 m from the full pool shoreline.
(c) Evaluate increases in recreational boat use and temporarily
restrict boat traffic in selected key use areas if the
presence of boats is interfering with foraging throughout
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the Primary Use Area (Smith et al. 1987, McGarigal et al.
1991).
(d) Establish temporal buffers for scheduled timber management
activities adjacent to the Primary Use Area and on the key
foraging areas.
(e) Annually monitor cumulative disturbance of Primary Use Area
from both timber activities and all types of recreation.
Make additional restrictions if necessary to ensure
sufficient availability of foraging areas to the Clayton
Bald Eagles.
2. Maintain the suitability of roost areas:
(a) Protect roost areas from habitat alteration.
(b) Establish vegetation buffers for roost areas.
3. Buffer the Nest-Site Area:
(a) Manipulate temporal and spacial use of recreation and
habitat alteration activities to avoid disturbance near the
Nest-Site Area during sensitive periods (McGarigal 1991).
(b) Increase width of vegetation buffers near the Nest Site Area
(Garrett et al. 1988).
4. Eliminate hazards within key use areas:
(a) Prohibit use of herbicides and pesticides in key use areas.
(b) Prohibit mineral exploration and development in key use
areas.
(c) Avoid low level flights over key use areas, especially by
helicopters.
5. Maintain habitat for the territories of Osprey and Red-tailed
Hawks:
(a) Habitat recommendations for Bald Eagles will provide for
Osprey.
(b) Retain all Osprey and Red-tailed Hawk nest trees and manage
nest stands for future nests.
6. Strategically locate broadcast burn treatment areas:
(a) When harvesting timber near the Nest Site Area treat at
least one area with a broadcast burn.
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(b) Consider broadcast burn treatments near key foraging areas.
Nest-Site Area. The Nest-Site Area is the focal point of the territory
for reproductive activity. Roosting and some foraging also take place
there.
1. Maintain or enhance nest site habitat suitability:
(a) Retain existing old-growth stands on Clayton Island and at
Goldie Creek inlet (Garrett et al. 1988).
(b) Selectively improve the structure of several potential nest
trees.
2. Eliminate human disturbance during the nesting period from 15
January to 15 October:
(a) Designate Clayton Island a Sensitive Wildlife Habitat Area.
(b) Close Clayton Island to fires.
(c) Close Clayton Island to camping all year.
(d) If recreational disturbance increases in the Nest Site Area,
close Clayton Island to boat moorage, shoreline recreation,
and land access.
(e) Close adjacent small islands to camping.
(f) Close old-growth stands at Goldie Creek to camping.
(g) If recreational boat use increases significantly during the
nesting season close and buoy off the area from (and
including) Clayton Creek inlet, around the east tip of
Clayton Island to the east tip of the small long island and
any existing channels between the small islands and the west
Reservoir shoreline.
(h) Keep gate locked on the road into the old-growth stand
south of Goldie Creek. Close the road to all motorized
recreational use.
(i) Maintain the habitat and human disturbance buffer to the
Nest-Site Area recommended in the Primary Use Area.
3. Maintain replacement habitat for alternate nests:
(a)

Retain old-growth stands south of Goldie Creek inlet
(Garrett et al. 1988).
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4. Maintain the Knieff Creek nest stand:
(a) Retain old-growth north of Knieff Creek (nest stand and
adjacent stand to the south).
5. Maintaining the integrity of the Nest Site Area:
(a) Annually evaluate the cumulative effects of habitat
alteration, disturbance, and natural events on the Nest-Site
Area, and make any adjustments in management actions needed
to ensure the suitability of the nesting habitat for the
Clayton Bald Eagles.
Reservoir drawdown. Pool levels and water quality affect the abundance
and availability of fish and waterfowl for foraging Bald Eagles.
1. Maintaining foraging habitat on the Clayton territory:
(a) Maintain the pool levels recommended by MDFWP to protect the
fisheries.
(b) Manage pool levels for reduction of turbidity.
2. Determine effects of drawdowns on the physiography of the
foraging areas.
3. Determine effects of drawdowns on human disturbance of the
Clayton eagles.
Wildlife management (MDFWP).
1. Maintain or enhance the fisheries of HHR:
(a) Maintain populations of "rough" fish as well as game fish.
(b) Mitigate losses caused by the drawdown regime.
2. Maintain or enhance wildlife populations of the South Fork
drainage:
(a) Improve ungulate winter range in cooperation with FNF.
(b) Maintain ungulate predator populations.
3. Reduce conflicts between human harvest of fish and wildlife and
Bald Eagles:
(a) Regulate ungulate harvest so that surplus ungulates are
available for predators and winterkill.
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(b) Temporarily close specific fishing areas if Bald Eagle
productivity is endangered by lack of foraging
opportunit ies.
(c) Close Clayton Island to hunting.
(d) Close Clayton Island to trapping.
4. Eliminate hazards to Bald Eagles from wildlife harvest and
control:
(a) Prohibit use of lead shot for game birds and small mammals
as well as waterfowl.
(b) Carefully regulate trapping of furbearers to avoid
accidental capture of Bald Eagles.
(c) In hunter safety classes and other literature, educate the
public regarding the protected status of all raptors and the
potential disturbance to wildlife from indiscriminate target
shooting in wildlife habitat.
(d) Consider the effects of any wildlife control measures on the
safety and the prey base of Bald Eagles.
5. Increase waterfowl production at HHR:
(a) Work with FNF and BR/BPA to expand the waterfowl production
area at the South Fork inlet.

Monitoring the Clayton Bald Eagle Territory
1. The Clayton Bald Eagle nest should continue to be monitored in
cooperation with the MBEWG. This includes a minimum of 3 annual
surveys to determine occupancy, activity, and productivity of
the nest.
2. The occupancy check is particularly important. If the Clayton
Island nest is unoccupied by 1 April, an alternate nest may have
been constructed. It will be important to locate the alternate
nest as soon as possible in order to ensure security from all
types of human disturbance at the new site. The inclusion of
potential alternate nest sites within the Nest-Site Area should
simplify management strategies in the future.
3. Fledglings of the Clayton territory should be banded with USFWS
bands and black HHR bands.
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4. Recreational disturbance should be monitored annually in the key
use areas. Changes in frequency and distribution of disturbance
will need to be evaluated in order to regulate recreational use
and avoid excessive negative impacts on Bald Eagles.
5. The cumulative impact of all activities on the habitat and
security of the Clayton Bald Eagles should be evaluated each
year. As natural and manipulated habitat changes occur in the
South Fork drainage, the Clayton Bald Eagles may respond in ways
that will call for adjustments in the management strategy for
the territory.
6. Periodic searches for additional Bald Eagle nests along the
Reservoir and river should continue.

Future Research on the Clayton Bald Eagle Territory
is needed in the following areas:
1.

Radio-telemetry work with the adults would provide more
complete data for identifying the Home Range. It would also
facilitate location of foraging and roost sites away from the
Nest-Site Area.

2.

Radio-telemetry work with the adults would provide information
on resource use at HHR in winter.

3.

More specific information is needed on food habits in order to
make recommendations for managing the prey base.

4.

The long-term juvenile dispersal study that was started in 1985
(supported by personal funds) should be continued and funded.

5.

The impacts of changing pool levels on the Clayton Bald Eagles
need to be identified.

6.

The impact of the flow of migrant Bald Eagles through the South
Fork drainage* on the Clayton Bald Eagles needs to be
identified.

